me and have an insatiable appetite for conservative French composers like Ropartz, Cras,
Pierne, and their ilk, you need to hear this.
WRIGHT

THORESEN: Sea of Names plus

Maiken Mathisen Schau, fl; Trond Schau, p
2L 127 [SACD] 71 minutes

Lasse Thoresen (b 1949) has been a professor
of composition at the Norwegian Academy of
Music in Oslo since 1988. These selections
span the years 1976 (With an Open Hand or a
Clenched Fist? ) to 2012-13 ( Sea of Names ).
They are for piano, solo flute, or the two
together. Sometimes there is extra percussion
when the flutist stomps her foot and extra timbre when she adds her voice, or reduces the air
from normal playing to whistle tones. The
richly sonorous recording presents all this
range and variety.
Some of these pieces have been inspired
by water or sunlight, but Sea of Names for flute
and piano is based on the final cadenza in the
violin concerto by fellow Norwegian Fartein
Valen (BIS 1522, Sept/Oct 2008). The overall
concept is often not all that far from the
nature-based piano pieces of Edvard Grieg or
the contemporary equivalent as offered by
Rasmussen (Da Capo 8226567, Nov/Dec
2011). An actual “aquatic fugue” depicts flowing water as a genuine fugue for the piano.
People who like the enigmatic piano pieces of
Malipiero or the spectral music of Tristain
Murail may find these selections contemplative and spectacular. They’re certainly played
to the hilt by the couple here, and the long title
work is worth hearing, if only once, just for its
dazzling assortment of sounds.
GORMAN

TIAN: Concerto for Orchestra; see Collections

have been quite an exercise for this university
band.
The 66-minute work has five movements,
plus a 3-minute recited Prologue (‘Kinder’)
that is “a collection of indicting questions
about the mental and moral situation of man,
posed by children to the former generation”.
The 17-minute I opens with unison trumpets playing a serious, lyrical melody that has
some sharp, syncopated edges. As the instrumentation expands, a grim, relentless sort of
Morse-code rhythm begins driving things. It is
a portentous introduction to a very dramatic
movement that ebbs and flows, a series of
events where quiet tension leads to big climaxes. II, a 15-minute Scherzo, begins at high
speed. It quiets, becomes a dream-like waltz,
and then resumes the high-energy chase in the
last several minutes.
In III (Adagio), female members of the
choir ISU Belle Voix sing. The German text is
very gloomy, but we can’t hear it—we simply
hear voices in long, sustained lines. As are the
previous movements, it is dramatic, serious
music. IV seems like a continuation of III: slow
and dark, with the women singing despairing
words. After all that, what could happen in the
21-minute Finale? About 14 minutes of
anguish that ends, at last, with a cadence to a
major chord. The last 5 minutes are hopeful.
Having read the notes and texts before listening to the piece, I was not expecting to
enjoy it. But I did, very much. Yes, it is almost
constantly grim, but it is not depressing—it is
beautiful and dramatic. It is a little long, but it
is never boring, and the ending is transcendent.
Very impressive playing by these young
musicians. Much praise is due their conductor
for meticulous preparation, dramatic conception both large- and small-scale, and ability to
sustain intensity.
KILPATRICK

TRACHSEL: Symphony 3

Illinois State University Wind Symphony/ Martin
Seggelke; ISU Belle Voix/ Leslie Manfredo
Klavier 11214—69 minutes

If his three symphonies are any indication,
Swiss composer Thomas Trachsel (b 1972) has
a dark outlook on the state of the world. Symphony 1 in C minor (2006) is subtitled Melancholy. Symphony 2 in D minor (2008) is About
the Fear of our Time. This one, Symphony 3
(2011), is Apocalyptic. The key? Gloomier than
gloomy: D-flat minor. The key signature?
Seven flats, including B double flat. It must

American Record Guide

TSINTSADZE: Quartet 10; Miniatures;
GABUNIA: Quartet 2

Georgian Quartet
Cugato 22—61 minutes

This release, titled “Caucasian Impressions”,
contains two works for string quartet by two
important Georgian composers, almost
unknown in this country, though Tsintsadze
has appeared on a couple of releases (M/A
1996). Georgia is an independent republic formerly and perpetually annexed by its neighbor
Russia, currently on its own (but Putin threat-
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